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Sunday in Cape Town...it’s been a miserable week...wet and cold. 
 
We’ve had a major product launch in SDI and I’ve been really busy trying to learn the new online system while 
at the same time helping colleagues who are also experiencing it for the first time.  We’ve pretty much got there 
and so it’s full steam ahead for a 42 page personal report for SDI clients. 
 
I know that this is a negotiation newsletter but you will be aware that my second hat is to be SDI distributor for 
South Africa and this often takes up much more time. 
 
I’m rapidly becoming a professional drinker of coffee in Cape Town as it’s the means by which I meet clients 
and discuss business.  I’ve never had a proper office and I don’t much see the need for paying rent when I can 
operate out of my office at home and then meet colleagues and clients either at their place or over coffee or 
food at local hotels etc.  We’re lucky to have the Vineyard Hotel nearby which is a super place and has a great 
lounge and verandah.  It’s absolutely solid with independent consultants like me using it for meetings. 
 
Great day for football with Arsenal, Chelsea and Man City all live this afternoon.  I will be glued to the set. 
 
I upgraded to Windows 10 and  have already started to find the bugs.  It’s a bit like when Android recently 
upgraded and the bugs are coming thick and fast.  It’s not much fun being an unpaid beta tester for these 
products. 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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I’m now the proud owner of a new pair of New Balance trainers which came in short time from the US.  I’m really 
getting into this method of shopping and I can see a new pair of Levis on the horizon. 
 
I was rather surprised this week when I saw how many books I’d bought online from Amazon.  I’ve long since 
stopped using my Kindle and I’m now going to get a Samsung Tab S 8inch tablet to replace my HUDL which is 
slower than a slow thing and my Kindle which is long gone.  I’ll get it in the UK as  SA prices are ferociously 
expensive. 

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Los Angeles has been blackballed. 
The city has completed a program of covering open-air reservoirs with floating "shade balls" to protect water 
quality. 
City officials this week dumped the last 20,000 of 96 million black balls into the Los Angeles Reservoir in Sylmar, 
25 miles northwest of downtown. 
The 4-inch-diameter plastic balls block sunlight from penetrating the 175-acre surface of the reservoir. 

That prevents chemical reactions that can cause algae blooms and other problems, allowing the Department of 
Water and Power to meet U.S. Environmental Protection Agency water-quality requirements. 

They have the added perk of aiding with the ravages of the drought, and are expected to keep about 300 million 
gallons annually from evaporating. 
"In the midst of California's historic drought, it takes bold ingenuity to maximize my goals for water conservation," 
Mayor Eric Garcetti said in a statement, noting that the effort is "emblematic of the kind of the creative thinking we 
need to meet those challenges." 
The 36-cent balls also will help prevent evaporation of 300 million gallons of water annually from the 3.3 billion-
gallon reservoir, the DWP said. 
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Coffee shop sales 

I was talking with a coffee shop owner recently and gave them this advice about growing their 
business: 
 
There are only 3 ways to grow your business in a coffee shop: 
 

1. Find new customers to visit your coffee shop. 
2. Sell more coffee and other products to your existing customers. 
3. Pay less for your outgoings both product related and in fixed and semi-fixed terms. 

 
Retail is all about footfall (people through the door) and spend per head (how much they spend 
when they do walk through the door) and margin (profit of sales minus costs.) 
 
This is really very simple and it’s surprising that although it can be written in fewer than 100 
words it never seems quite so easy to people who are in the business. 
 
Personally I believe that the killer for retail is fixed costs...primarily the rent.  That’s why I work 
from home and don’t have an office and don’t employ people except on finite contracts.  No fixed 
costs for me...and that’s how you survive downturns. 
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Global markets 

I was doing some comparison shopping this week for tablet computers and I found very quickly 
that the one place where South Africans don’t want to buy computer kit is, ironically, South Africa. 
 
Both the UK and the US are half the price. 
 
In a modern world with ease of purchase on the internet and air freighting measured in hours 
there’s no reason to buy locally unless there’s a value offering that goes beyond price because in 
simple price terms a local purchase is prohibitively expensive. 
 
If you’re a buyer and you’re quoted a local price from a local company it’s not hard to do an 
immediate comparison with an overseas competitor.  Maybe the remote competitor has cost 
reduction opportunities, currency advantages or has economy of scale that the local people don’t 
have. 
 
In South Africa I can buy from abroad and still pay a local tax and still pay the freight and still be 
much cheaper than the local sellers. 
 
When you’re doing deals always check the global market and don’t merely trust the local market 
to give you the value you’re seeking. 
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